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There seems to be a misguided notion (with some) that isolation
means we have more time to waste. Far from reality, I am certain
that many of you, like me are looking at your inbox wondering
where or how to wade into the depth of quality deals and
opportunities upon us…
Would like to kick your morning coffee off with a special nod to
our longstanding friends from Avalon Advanced Materials Inc.
(TSX: AVL | OTCQB: AVLNF) whose $AVL soared 50% yesterday. We
have been supporters of #Avalon since Don Bubar first did an
interview with me in 2009 (with Jack Lifton) and introduced me
to rare earths. And indeed, there is news flow in the rare
earths a-n-d throughout the critical materials sector that is
literally ricocheting from source-to-source online…
How to follow?
Jack Lifton, Clint Adam Smyth and I just launched the
TechnologyMetals.com site to manage the influx of critical
materials’ news (and experts) we are communicating with
regularly. Jack’s interview with Dr. David Dreisinger on Search
Minerals Inc. (TSXV: SMY) last week was purely outstanding (in
my opinion) as he describes David as “the leading authority on
solvent extraction process”. This is a hot topic that we touch
on in our weekly update that we just started…click here to
access a preview
And associated technologies relating to cleantech? We saw Exro

Technologies Inc. (CSE: XRO | OTCQB: EXROF) stock move up 30%
yesterday! Interviewing CEO Sue Ozdemir on how Exro makes
“electric motors faster, stronger and greener” for InvestorIntel
on Wednesday: we will get this up live as fast as we can!
Uranium continues to maintain a much-deserved interest, let me
point you in the right direction for a quick update – Matt
Bohlsen’s piece from last week titled, The DoE’s plan to rebuild
the uranium sector and ‘pull America’s nuclear industrial base
back from the brink of collapse’… reinforces the sustainability
themes we are touting on the Technology Metals Show. Arranging
interviews as we speak with Mark Chalmers of Energy Fuels Inc.
(NYSE: UUUU | TSX: EFR) and Jeff Klenda of Ur-Energy Inc. (NYSE:
URG | TSX: URE) as they “stand to be the major beneficiaries,
especially given they started the whole S232 petition back in
January 2018” you should see those live on InvestorIntel next
week.
And yes, we are following the biotech and life sciences market.
If you subscribe to our AI driven market updates on
InvestorChannel.com – you can catch the 20 companies, we are
following in the race for vaccinations…click here
Speaking of AI technology, we would like to ensure that you are
aware of the news that was put out by Predictmedix Inc. (CSE:
PMED | OTCQB: PMEDF) yesterday titled — Predictmedix Files
Patent for Mass Screening for Infectious Diseases Such As
#COVID19
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And speaking on the war against the COVID-19, StageZero Life
Sciences Ltd. (TSX: SZLS) put out the following news on April
20th StageZero Life Sciences Initiates Testing for COVID-19 In
the USA
Remember, click here to subscribe to the InvestorChannel for
daily market updates on the Canadian, US and Hong Kong markets –
and to follow InvestorIntel’s stock watchlist for Gold, Uranium,
Rare Earths and of course, COVID-19…

